That’s Africa
By Br Thomas Walsh

Lasallian Developing World Projects (Africa Projects) has
grown in stature over the last twenty years. From humble
beginnings in Togo in 1986 to now where fifty-seven
young, eager volunteers drawn from the four corners of
Ireland took on various destinations in Kenya and
Ethiopia where they were challenged by numerous
apostolates. Kenya went like clockwork while the
National cement crisis in Ethiopia sent locally produced
cement prices sky high, bringing normally busy
construction sites to a permanent stand still, reducing our
proposed building projects from empty trenches, to bear shells or glorious
aspirations. Our greatest intentions had no foundations on which to build upon. A
nations progress could be stalled by the pin of a Lord Mayor or marchandise greed.
For many rookie volunteers it was their welcome to Africa and a wake up call.
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For Africa no preparation is ideal, no planning system prefect, because Africa is
uncompromising, demanding and challenging in the extreme, forcing one to alter or
adjust priorities. Scales can be ripped from blinkered eyes, often shattering our nieve
pre-conceived Western notions while facing the harsh daily realities thrown in your
face. No two projects are the same, that’s the beauty of Africa. Africa is always
changing and always new, with far more to learn if we the learned are sufficiently
open to observe.
No amount of film reel or digitally produced exposures nor personal
deliberations can do proper justice to life in Africa, they are inadequate. To convey
what Africa is really like, Africa has to be experienced only by you for you to really
know. When the nose encounters the smells, the eyes captures the beauty while the
ear distinguishes various sounds, as the taste buds sample her many produce and you
feel her constant suffering and pain and encounter the death strangling grip which is
poverty, then your are touched forever and can never again be the same, That’s
Africa.
Volunteers certainly get out of their African experience what they put in. Yearly
I’m astonished at the increasing number and calibre of candidates interested in our
Africa Projects, their vast array of skills, their bubbling energy, their selflessness,
their innate desire to make a difference, through a building project, hours in
classrooms, sports and games, The Den, parish work and the orphanage. I admire
their open spirit, their true commitment and enthusiasm, the lengths they go to
fundraise and the constant requests to return to Africa to do more. Previous
volunteers are our Ambassadors for the the next bunch of ’07 volunteers to Africa.
Maybe YOU would consider the challenge and make a real difference in Africa the
coming summer, Think about it. You’ll never regret it.
Finally my outstanding memory of Africa Projects ’06 was when we visited the
Mother Teresa run clinic in Addis Ababa for only HIV children, all under the age of
ten. Beautiful children in the extreme but were dealt a terrible hand in life being born
with the HIV virus. One concerned volunteer asked the following question. ‘Where
do they go when they are ten?’. The answer will stay with me forever and it cut me in
two as I froze on the spot when the clinic worker replied ‘If they live to see ten.’
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Redemption is in the Struggle
By Eoin Walsh

Humanity comes through integration with people who
have less opportunity in life.
Marsabit rises between two vast deserts in the northern
territory of Kenya. It is truly an oasis mountain. Its beauty
belies the daily struggle of its native and tribal population.
Our Group witnessed the region close to its best. Bright,
vibrant and full of life giving opportunity from nature.
However, it is easy to see how this place can quickly
reverse in a drought. People still forage for the simple
materials. Woman still carry backbreaking amounts of
wood to the markets. Water is still carried for miles from deep boreholes. Corruption
is still systemic from the delivery of medication to hospitals to the constant bribery
among the police and those in power. Education is the best way forward for a region
and country struggling to come to terms with a massive North and South economic
divide. The Lasallian Developing World Projects continue to strive towards
providing education in rural areas mainly left aside by government policy. Planting
the seeds of Democracy and Understanding can only be done through Learning. The
Projects continue to provide school buildings and teachers to allow this process to
grow.
Kenya 2006, was an overall success. This Group of ten Volunteers was the first
group to take part in any project in Northern Kenya. Without having previous
experience in the region it is to the Volunteers immense credit that they acquitted
themselves well and quickly settled into the different movement of Dirib, Hekima
and Marsabit. The group were well received into the Community. Most people in
the region would not have had exposure to such a large group of foreigners. The
region would be used to small groups of foreign Religious. The group have paved
the way for further groups to take up our work without any problems. All
involvement with the local Tribal Community was extremely well received. No
negative reaction was encountered. As group leader, I could not have hand picked a
better selection of people to Volunteer for the Lasallian Developing World Projects,
Kenya 2006.
This group of Volunteers surpassed all expected of them. It was a pleasure to take
part in their Project, Kenya 2006 and I would certainly advise the Project Coordinator of a number who could take on the role of group leader and excel in that
role. I would take part in any future project with these people, either as a Group
Leader or as a Volunteer. Their humanity and respect was more than honourable. I
hope our friendships continue. Thanks Guys. I’ll make a list, next time.
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Kenya 2006
By Nuala O’Kane

I’d been harping on about doing voluntary work or something worthwhile for manys
a year and this year I was given the chance to be part of the first ever Lasallian
volunteer group to work in Northern Kenya.
It was probably about a month before I set off, with the fundraising campaign
well under way and explanations doled out as to what the project would entail, that
I began to really think – and worry, about what lay ahead of me. My main concern
was my emotional strength (or lack of!!) and the ability to cope with the dire poverty
and human suffering that I was sure to witness.
But when I reached Kenya and specifically Dirib Gombo, I saw people who
although they lead a hand to mouth existence and stared famine in the face, always
wore a smile and warmly greeted the ‘Wazungas’ and each other. I saw women and
children doing backbreaking work yet enjoying family life together in their mud
huts. And I saw villages and communities come together of an evening to sit, chat,
sing and dance while the sun set. Don’t get me wrong I’m not trying to paint an ideal
picture of this country. We saw the corruption, the horrendous conditions of the
‘hospital,’ the chauvinistic views of the male population, the food shortages, the
dependency on aid, the babies wearing next to nothing, the schools that had one
textbook among seven pupils… the list goes on. But it’s the human dimension, the
way these people keep on going, the survival instinct, and the community spirit that
gave me food for thought and will remain with me. It makes me realise that I
probably gained more from this trip than they did! I also made some great friends
from the group and saw first hand the trojan work the Brothers are doing in building
schools, building homes for the needy and most significantly in educating the youth
(Mol an Óige agus tiocfaidh sí),
Acknowledgements
To my family and friends; without their financial and emotional support I wouldn’t
have made it past the fundraising stages alone!!!
The staff and pupils of Bunscoil Naomh Padraig for their fundraising efforts and
best wishes.
The parishioners of Temonmaguirc, Co. Tyrone for their massive donations at the
three local churches. The money raised far surpassed anything I had imagined and I
was genuinely touched by their generosity and good wishes.
The Third World society in Downpatrick.
And all those anonymous people who contributed large donations for the project.
To all of you who have helped in whatever way, you’ve made a difference!!!
Go raibh céad maith agaibh.
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Life’s Safari
By Domeneca Mac Rory

‘Occasionally in life there are those moments of unutterable fulfillment which
cannot be completely explained by these symbols called words. Their meanings can
only be articulated by the inaudibile language of the heart.’
MARTIN LUTHER KING
Once again I was giving the amazing oppurtunity to participate in Africa Projects
2006 and for this privilege I am grateful to many people.
I would like to pay my respect and admiration to Br Tom, Br Kevin and Eoin for
all your hard work and constant care, thank you. A huge thank you to Br Finbarr for
your genuine kindness.
I would like to send the biggest thanks out to the person whom opened my eyes
to see and freed my heart to feel, without your constant love and support I would
never of been able to follow my dreams. Rory thank you. In particularl I would like
to thank, my fundraising partner in crime Claire Rush thanks chicken.
My thanks to all my friends and family my brothers Mario and Rory and co., to
my constant enthuaist Laura Mc Kelvey and all her family, to Walter Walsh for his
continous support, Supervalu Tramore and The Vic. I would also like to send a huge
thanks to Barbara and Billy Walsh for their fantastic fundraising.
To all the wonderful people who sold tickets for me Jenny, Rachael, Ross, John,
Peter and a big thank you to those whom I didnt mention my apologies!
Finally to Helen, Nuala and the rest of the group thank you for making my
journey such an amazing experience.

An Enlightening Experience
By Helen Gribben

Some things never change, more than twice the baggage allowance and late at the
airport but this was to be a very different trip to any other I’d ever experienced.
Feeling nervous, anxious and excited at the airport, after meeting the group I was
immediately at ease and the overwhelming desire to ‘get there’ kicked in.
No amount of internet scanning and research prepared me for anything I
experienced in Kenya in particular the travelling and as all the group can I’m sure
vouch for, there was plenty of it!
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After the over night flight we arrived in Nairobi to a very warm welcome from a
very fresh and enthusiastic Brother Kevin. And so the journey begins… 2 days
driving North to arrive in Marsabit and then on to Dirib Gombo our home for the
next 5 weeks.
Working mainly in the nursery with a class of 40 infants, I quickly had to learn their
native tongue ‘tata’ (sit down) and ‘chalisa’ (silence) being my 2 most spoken words. It
was upsetting seeing the children coming to school every day in the same clothes often
hungry and with no shoes, such simple things yet so much we take for granted. Every
day brought new surprises along with upset and joy but their enthusiasm never faltered
and their morning ritual of singing remains the highlight of my trip. Organising sports
and chatting to the primary school kids in the afternoons was an enlightening
experience, every day in awe at their hospitality, welcoming words and gestures.
A visit to the Mother Theresa Orphanage, the local hospital and a woman’s
refuge centre in Marsabit were unforgettable trips. As clichéd as it may sound we
really don’t know how lucky we are, despite having so little and facing such
adversity these adults and children were among the warmest, happiest and sweetest
people we met.
Kenya is a fabulous country not least for it’s people but it has a long way to come.
So much corruption and poverty needs to be tackled and the most basic issues
resolved but as a wise man once told me while I was expressing my frustration ‘you’d
loose your mind if you looked beyond the immediate problem, focus on the job at
hand and do the best you can’, I don’t think he could have said it any better.
I left with a heavy heart and can only hope I have impacted on Kenya half as
much as it has on me. The experiences I shared and the people I met are a memory I
shall never forget. Thank you.
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Your generosity never ceased to amaze me and was so appreciated, thank you.
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‘Life Changing’
By Kate Canty

Its probably been said already in this booklet but words really can’t describe or do
justice to the experience I had in Kenya. Looking out of the jeep as we drove from
the airport to our hostel in Nairobi I realised that this was a trip that I was never
going to forget. Spending the first day in Nairobi gave us a chance to recover from
the flight before the long and arduous journey that was to come over the next two
days. I’ll never again complain about the Irish roads! Despite the bumpy roads the
trip up was amazing, getting my first glimpse of the real Africa.
Four days after leaving Tramore we arrived in St Paul’s Boys Secondary School,
our home for the following four weeks. Over the next few days the greetings we got
from everyone we met were so warm and welcoming. There was no chance that
anyone could feel homesick when we were made to feel so at home everywhere we
went. Despite the poverty and the harshness of life in Northern Kenya the generosity,
kindness, and compassion of the people will be what I’ll remember most from the
experience.
Teaching in Hekima primary school was so different to the teaching I was used to
back home. I wasn’t used to 5 children at one desk craning to see the one book that
they were sharing. I thoroughly enjoyed going back down to the school after classes
to play games with the kids. We brought down some basic sports equipment i.e. a
few footballs, Frisbees, skipping ropes, etc. I will never forget the excitement and
delight of the children as we produced what we thought were very basic sports items.
They were also intrigued by the high-tech game of hopscotch! However I feel that
those children taught me more than I could ever teach them. The memory of their
kindness, generosity, and their appreciation of the ‘simple’ things in life will stay
with me forever.
To anyone who has the slightest inclination or desire to work with the Africa
Projects group I would strongly encourage you to take the leap and go for it. I can
honestly say that it was one of the most positive and rewarding experiences of my
life. It’s a life changing experience that I can guarantee you will never regret.
Acknowledgements
Thank you to Br Tom and Br Kevin without whom this would never have happened,
and the Kenya group for their great work and company in Dirib Gombo.
Special thanks to all my friends and family who supported me in every way and
who made my trip to Kenya possible.
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A Day in the Life
By Geraldine Canavan

I have decided to give an extract from my diary that I was keeping, so as to give you
an idea and a good feel for what I was doing with my time in Kenya.
I’m studying nursing so for the majority of the time I was working in the nurse
dispensary. I also helped out in the children’s nursery. I gave each child in the nursery
and in the local primary school (Hekima) a general health check up. If there was a
problem that we couldn’t treat in the dispensary we took them to the district hospital
in Marsabit town.
‘I went to pick up the children who were coming to the hospital today. One child
has a seed up his nose and another has a suspected cataract in her eye. When I
arrived to the dispensary there was a huge queue waiting outside. Myself and
Maryjoy examined the patients and gave them medication. Typical illnesses here are
malaria, ear and eye infections, ring worm and intestinal worms, upper respiratory
tract infections, infected wounds. Anything much more serious has to be referred to
the hospital, which if you are poor and sick is an ordeal in its self getting there. The
dispensary does not have a lot of equipment or facilities, they didn’t even have a pair
of tweezers.
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Anyway Eoin picked us up
at 9.30 am and we drove to the
hospital were we met the head
Doctor, Dr Muhammad, he
specialises in arrow and
gunshot wounds. He was such
a lovely person. We were
brought on a bit of a tour on a
previous occasion. Let’s just
say people who compare Irish
hospitals to third world
countries should visit a third
world country hospital! The
kids got sorted and we drove
back…’
Telling you that Kenya and
its people are amazing and
wonderful, doesn’t even do
justice. When we arrived in
Marsabit we were made feel so
welcome by the whole
community, we were immediately and completely accepted. We were there to help
them and teach them. We in turn learned so much from them. We got a privileged
insight as to how they live day to day and not the diluted tourist experience.
I only have good memories of Kenya even my one bad experience of a God
almighty ear infection in both ears is a good memory of people in my group being so
kind and caring. Thank you so much.
Acknowledgements
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My Experience of Ethiopia
By Tom Partridge

When I reflect on Ethiopia and this year’s trip I have mixed emotions. I often think of
the people who came to us seeking help and especially the people who we turned
away. I think of the poverty there that steals many peoples dignity from them and
forces them to beg, become prostitutes and thieves, etc. I remember our poor living
conditions which were only worsened by the heavy rain showers that seemed at
times to be of biblical proportions. I was particularly disappointed with the attitudes
of some of the natives that I had gotten to know from a trip I made to the country
prior to this one. It seemed to me that many of them had become greedy and viewed
the volunteers not as visitors or friends but as an opportunity to acquire some
money. This was the most disturbing aspect of the trip for me as in previous years
this attitude was not in Adabba. I had seen it in the cities and bigger towns like
Robe, but not in Adabba, at least not at this level.
I remember giving some individuals a gift of 500 Birr (50 Euros) at the end of my
first trip. When receiving this money these people were overwhelmed and some
cried. This time it was different. Some individuals were thankful as before but some
were not. They wanted more money than they had ever got previously and they
wanted it from each volunteer. 500 Birr which was a huge sum of money for these
people almost five years ago would still be accepted but without any genuine thanks
or appreciation. The sad thing is that the people who had the worst attitudes were
the ones who had benefited the most (economically) from volunteers gifts and help
in the previous trips. This change in the attitude of some whom I thought to be close
friends of mine really hurt me and I was at times bitter and angry towards them. I
thought about it a lot and in doing so I began to examine the reasons for this new
greedy attitude amongst some of the Ethiopians in Adabba. I came to the conclusion
that I and some of my fellow volunteers had played an intricate part in how these
people behaved. We had spoiled them from giving out money and gifts liberally and
without great thought. Some individuals are always more popular with volunteers
because of their character or their ability to speak English. These people have almost
had a monopoly on volunteer’s gifts and money in the past and as a result they now
are in competition with one another to win the hearts of new volunteers. They are
also despised by many other natives who have not access to the volunteers or have
too much pride to beg. Giving financial aid to individuals is always a tricky business.
In the past I had stuck with the same group of people and given them money
whenever I visited and at Christmas. I forgot about other people who never asked for
money and who clearly needed it more. I gradually gave bigger sums of money to the
same people. As I mentioned before other volunteers probably did the same which
meant that the people benefiting from our visits were really benefiting from us
financially.
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Understanding the changes in people in Adabba was not easy at first as I was
quite angry and unable to think clearly. I forgot where I was and had brought my
Irish values to Ethiopia and expected Ethiopians to live and behave with the same
values. Just as I am a product of my society and environment in Ireland, Ethiopians
are a product of these factors in their country too. The begging culture that exists
there is as a result of extreme poverty caused by wars and famine, etc. These factors
along with others had created this attitude that foreigners are rich and that a
friendship with these individuals can be very rewarding. As disappointing as this
attitude is you must remember that it is not shared by everybody. In Ethiopia you
will meet the very best people as well as the very worst. In the future I would advise
volunteers to organize a committee made up of both Ethiopians and Irish to deal
with requests for medical support and financial aid. This committee could
investigate each case and provide help and support to the worst and most deserving
cases.
It’s very easy to become negative and to dwell over bad experiences in Ethiopia.
This attitude however does not do justice to the projects and the good work that
volunteers are and have been doing. This year the volunteers in their respective
placements did a wonderful job in terms of helping Ethiopians who were in need of
support. The volunteers taught over sized classes of enthusiastic and mischievous
children, they entertained and played with Ethiopians, they took money from their
own pockets and gave it to the needy, they changed many lives and grew as people
themselves from their experience. On one occasion about two weeks into our trip a
lady whose children were being taught by some volunteers invited those teachers to
her house for a traditional coffee ceremony. During the visit they saw a young child
in the home who had developed a horrific skin infection in his leg from a fall or an
accident. The volunteers disturbed by what they had seen and the family’s lack of
money to deal with the problem, decided to take responsibility for the child and
ensure that the urgent medical treatment needed was arranged. Collectively they
took money from their own pockets and saw to it that the child was helped. In doing
this they saved the Childs leg and possibly more.
The incident with the child who was injured was not an isolated one. On several
occasions the volunteers came across and were approached by people in need of
urgent medical treatment. On each occasion they did everything in their power to
help. During our time in Adabba the volunteers spent hours interacting with,
teaching and playing with the local children of the town. The children are warm and
loving. They follow you, they give you gifts, they teach you their language, they sing
and dance with you, they annoy and tease you and as you are about to kill one they
disarm you with their cheeky and innocent demeanor. Some children make more of
an impression than others and the memories of these children remain with you. One
such child on this occasion was a boy called ‘Abdu’ who was initially called Eddy
Murphy because of his resemblance to the comedian. This boy was deaf and for five
out of the six weeks we had no idea what his name was, if he had a family and if
there was anything that could be done to help him. He was always around the
12
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volunteers and he never let his disability stop him in doing anything. By chance
during our last week in Adabba some volunteers discovered where Eddy Murphy
lived and that he had a family. He was the oldest boy in the home and had two
brothers. He was the only one who had a hearing problem. The volunteers
approached his mother and father to determine if they could help in any way. The
family was overwhelmed by the fact that anyone would want to help such a boy.
When the possibility of an education for Eddy was suggested the child’s mother
broke down in tears. She told us that she had expected her boy to become a beggar
or to be injured or killed by traffic in the town’s busy main street. The volunteers
then organized for Eddy to go to Addis ababba to go to a special school for the deaf.
The chance discovery of Eddy’s parents and home combined with the goodwill and
charity of the volunteers will change the boy’s life radically. I am happy to say that he
is starting school soon and will be in a short time able to communicate articulately
with other people for the first time in his life. This type of incident is so rewarding
and so much of what these trips are about for me. Building projects all get finished in
time and provide infrastructure that is badly needed but the buildings can be done
without us and are usually completed after we leave. Helping individuals and
learning about their world is what has and still motivates me to continue with this
work.
In conclusion I must add that the positives heavily out weighed the negatives on
this trip. It would take too long to mention all the great and wonderful deeds done
by the volunteers. I would like to thank each and every one of the Adabba group for
making my life easy and being such a good advertisement for young Irish people.
They articulated their concerns in the right way and at the right time. They did not
hesitate to take money from their own pockets in order to help the needy. They all
kept on the same page and stayed civil to one another even during times of great
stress and emotion. I never met a group like them. I would also like to thank Br.
Thomas for what was a difficult, challenging, eye opening and rewarding task. The
opportunity that Thomas and these trips give to volunteers every year cannot be
measured in words or stories. You have to experience it yourself.
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A Hidden Gem
By Simon Dowling

Ethiopia is a beautiful country, especially the Bale Region where some of us were
fortunately posted. In compensation for the torrential rains we endured, lush
greenery akin to the best of Irish countryside surrounded us. It’s scenery free from
modern practices, a continuous expanse of rolling mountains and valleys free from
any concrete intrusion, speckled with small organic homesteads and scattered
livestock. Most were very surprised with the breathtaking landscape, as it was
completely at odds with the common held perception of the famine torn country.

Beyond the scenic loveliness were a fantastic people. The friendliness we received
from the local populace taught us a thing or two about what’s missing in present day
Ireland. Strangers on the street would approach, make small talk and ask why we
chose their little town, any conversation to get some use out of the English learned at
school, and like home ‘the weather condition’ was almost always brought up. It
14
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really struck a chord with the grievances many have with modern Ireland, and how
valuable a sense of community really is, clarifying the ever-widening void in our
society.
The children were fantastic too, propping up our egos as a constant entourage
wherever we went. Yes, many chanced their arm with an incessant ‘give money’
refrain, but most were delighted just to hold our hands, carry our bags or just to
have us say hello. After a few weeks our celebrity status among them was truly
realisable, with our names being shouted from all directions as we moved through a
town. It was all a bit surreal. Overall it was a fantastic experience, and one I’d
recommend to almost anyone. Even to visit the country as a tourist would be really
worthwhile, it’s a bit of a hidden gem.
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Best kick in the arse you will ever get
By Mikey Monaghan

This was my second time to go to Ethiopia, however this
time I worked in Goba orphanage, which was one of the
most unique and challenging experiences of my life. The
people we worked with in the orphanage have
undoubtedly changed us for the better. The diversity of
characters that we worked with would teach you so much
about people, from young mothers with long term
illnesses, to children with various disabilities. But for all
the restrictions heaped on the people who live in the
orphanage the sheer scale of enthusiasm every morning as we entered is an
experience that you could never receive in Ireland.
We had the freedom to work with anyone who wanted to work with us.
Although the physical needs of the people in the orphanage were looked after,
socially, interaction and stimulation was extremely limited .This problem we tried to
address, by just playing with the children we were able to improve their self esteem.
To be able to see first hand the difference in the young and not so young people that
we worked with made our trip worthwhile. The highlight of our trip was not any
one dramatic incident, but for
me the highlight was the
unbridled joy on the faces of
those we worked with every
morning as we entered the
orphanage.
For anyone who is reading
this and is wondering if this is
for you , than I would say if you
want to ask questions about
your own strength of character,
is not afraid to get stuck in and
wants a real eye opener than this
is for you. You won’t change the
world but you can make a big
difference to a small number of
people. I would like to thank
everybody who helped with the
fundraising. A big thank you to
Brother Tom for giving me this
great opportunity.
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Adaba 2006
By Eoin Fallon

Looking back now I appreciate what a special experience my stay in Ethiopia was.
On a day to day basis it was worlds apart from ‘Celtic Tiger’ Ireland. What I
admired and connected with is what I feel we are losing here – a sense of self, of
values, of community or whatever way one wants to sum it up. Maybe I am just
talking out of my arse but after five weeks in Adaba I felt more alive than I have in a
long time. Ethiopia asked me the question – what is truly important in my life?
It wasn’t all roses and light though and the one thing which affected me
most was the extreme of the begging culture in our last few days. I wont go into it
now but I realise I was wrong to judge or condemn anyone when I have never been
in there shoes and only got a glimpse of there lives.
Thanks to all who contributed in anyway to make our stay more fulfilling,
especially to those who welcomed us warmly into their homes, their lives and shared
their story. On a side note Im still suffering withdrawal symtoms from the caffine
fuelled ceremonies. God it was like rocket fuel.
Thanks to the children of Adaba who threw the whole notion of personal space
out the window.Their enthusiasm was infectious. Day after day without fail they
greeted/ ambushed us. I loved their total lack of inhibitions. They thought me not to
take myself so seriously, to get out there and grab life by the…
Most of fondest memories will be simply of fooling around and acting like a big
kid with them.
Thanks to brother Tom and the African Projects for giving me the opportunity to
fulfill a goal. Thanks to all those who helped towards my fundraising. Thanks also
to the crazy ethiopian who give his time to be our friend and the link man between
our two countries. Thanks especially to
T for been a good friend. Thanks to the
rest of my comrades as well from the
four corners of Ireland. Not a bad auld
lot. Hopefully some of the class,
intelligence and polish of us two Galway
people rubbed off on the rest of ye.
Please, no need to thank us.
On a lighter note thanks to the hole
in the ground for just been there, to the
bed bugs who tucked me in at night, to
momma the only man who hugged me
just to get my wellies and to the frog…
revenge will be sweet girls!
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My Experience of Ethiopia
By Ana Mahe

My experience of Ethiopia is one that will definitely stay with me forever.
I went to a project in Adaba, which is a town in the Bale region in the south of
Ethiopia. The region really embodies everything that I had imagined Africa to be
like. The nature there is incredible – vast mountains and forests, waterfalls and
winding rivers, the colours are so vivid and the night skies are filled with millions of
stars (‘kokob’)… this was a real treat to enjoy over a camp fire. Dancing is a bit part
of the culture there also, very often when we were invited to people’s homes for a
coffee ceremony the children would dance for us.
The vast majority of people live in traditional mud huts very often without
electricity; they get around on horseback or by public bus along the potholed dirt
tracks that are the main roads. People come down from the mountains on horseback
to sell their goods at the market.
We were there during the rainy season , it poured every afternoon and the roads
turned to ‘chica’ (mud) – everything was covered in mud and we soon grew very
fond of our wellies… People might imagine Ethiopia to be arid but during the rainy
season it blossoms in this part of the country.
We stayed in the catholic compound in Adaba and as our building project didn’t
go ahead for different reasons we decided that we’d do our best to spend time with
the children, help them with their reading , writing and english skills and allow them
to develop their artistic and sporting skills as well… Not all of the children
automatically go to school there so for some it was a new experience and for others
it was a summer holidays treat. They were all so eager to come to class! There was
often up to 50 pupils per classroom… There were a few teachers in the group who
had brought lots of teaching materials so we all joined in and tried our hand at it.
Trying to control a classroom of 40+ children who don’t speak English is an art form
and I have to take my hat off to Grace, Sinead and Angela who inspired all of the rest
of us amateurs!
The Ethiopians are really beautiful people in every sense of the word- I’ll never
forget the women, who work so hard and are so humble and dignified. You would
never see them crying even though very often they are looking after large families on
their own and have no economic security and can’t even afford basic medicine for
their children.The children are the stars though… their big bright smiles never fade,
even though they all have chesty coughs and runny noses and run around bare
footed… their spirit is something I will never forget.
The families we met in Adaba live with so little in comparison to us – they share a
1-room house most of the time and only eat one meal a day. Their diet is limited by
our standards, very often their main meal is ‘Hingera’ a pancake made from the type
of cereal they grow in that region… the children do not have access to the food,
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clothing and warm homes that we take for granted here. We all found the living
conditions shocking to see but this was a positive experience because all westerners
should see this and look at their own lives with perspective… Seeing it also forges a
strong sense of commitment to helping the ethiopian people better their lives.
A big ‘ameseganalo’ to the people of Adaba for welcoming us and teaching us
how the human spirit is always triumphant no matter how hard things get -laughter
helps along the way… to Assegid our ethiopian brother who looked after us so well,
to the sisters of charity in Robe, Do dola and Addis who do such inspiring work , to
all the beautiful children we met in the orphanages and in Adaba – many of them are
living with HIV – little brave warriors who I will never forget – they are an
inspiration. To all the brilliant Ethiopians we met along the way who were
welcoming and generous and last but not least to our adaba group – it was some
experience..I hope we can be friends for a long time.
Acknowlegements
A big thank you to all my friends and family in Galway who helped with and
attended our fundraiser, we couldn’t have done this trip without you. In particular
thanks to djs Aran mc Mahon and Tom who gave us their time and talent to support
this cause. To all at De Burgos for providing the perfect venue and to the Galway
advertiser for spreading the word. Finally a special thank you to Fintan Drury , my
boss at Platinum one, for letting me have the time off and donating so generously to
this cause.
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The Ethiopian Experience
By Katie Moore

I applied to be a volunteer for Africa Projects 2006 with little knowledge of what
would be expected of me. What I had were my own hopes and expectations, which
in reality fell far short of the unbelievable and almost indescribable experience that
was Africa Projects 2006. Originally an Adaba group member but ultimately a
member of the Robe Group I consider myself privileged to have experienced both the
raw community spirit of Adaba as well as the heart wrenching and rewarding work
in the Goba orphanage. I spent only one excellent week in Adaba when a need for
more volunteers in Robe forced me to make a decision that ultimately lead me over
the mountains to Robe, where I spent five weeks helping out in the Sisters of Charity
orphanage in Goba.
I’m delighted that I spent my time in Ethiopia working with the Sisters in the
orphanage. To look at the grim and bleak walls of the orphanage it would be hard to
imagine the fun, laughter, games, singing, happiness and the smiles I experienced
there. Watching DVDs, colouring, playing football, dancing, and teaching were just
some of the ways in which we tried to motivate, and excite the adults and children
there. The weekly discos were the most looked forward to activity both by us
volunteers and everyone in the orphanage. The disco not only instilled the music of
Teddy Afro in me for life, but created a feeling of excitement and generated an
atmosphere which words simply cannot describe.
There is much to be learned in Ethiopia, but the experience, the lessons and the
memories are different for each individual.Personally, the people of Ethiopia never
failed to shock nor enlighten me. From these amazing people I gained so much
knowledge and learned so many lessons for life. What I gave to Ethiopia, she gave
me twice as much in return.Ethiopia has been etched within my being forever, and I
look forward to my return to this wonderful land.
Acknowledgements
A huge and special thanks to my parents and my sister, Grace, for their support,
dedication and love. To everyone who bought and sold raffle tickets on my behalf,
thank you. To all my family and friends who overwhelmed me with their generosity
and support.To the following for thier much appreciated contributions; BD
Drogheda, Premier Periclase, Joe Stafford, Brett Supplies Ltd, Marie Kierans of the
Drogheda Independent, Mrs.Gavin and her students in Ballymakenny NS Drogheda,
International Relations students in DCU and The Pentony family whose interest,
help and generosity was incredible.
To Br Tom, Assegid and all the volunteers a heartfelt thank you for making Africa
Projects 2006 such an experience and to Kelly, Niamh, Claire, Elaine, Matt, Mikey
and Eoin thanks for your company and a great five weeks.
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Adaba 2006
By Rachel O’Brien

I’ve found it next to impossible to describe this experience and its impact to many
people and to an extent I don’t think I can even describe it to myself. I was privilaged
enough to be part of the Adaba group. Adaba being one of the more rural areas it
was like driving through the set of Lord of the Rings on the way there with one of
the biggest land masses I have ever seen on either side of the bus. It was great that we
got to travel by public transport and completely immerse ourselves into the
Ethiopian way of life.
From the start of that bus journey I knew we were going somewhere very special.
It was difficult to take it all in when we arrived and walked up through the country
village. We went for traditional food whilst waiting for the other members of our
group to arrive and getting to know each other proved very easy as I think we were
all blessed to be of a similar mind-set and the first night around the bonfire was the
start of many friendships that I never expected to find on this trip.
As the weeks pasted I realised more and more how lucky I was to be in this
African country meeting such wonderful people and experiencing such a new
culture. It was great to spend time in the homes of the people at various coffee
ceremonys as you got the chance to understand where they were coming from and
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got to know them on a personal level which was a lot better than if you were just on
working terms with each other.
I don’t want to ramble on in circles because I really can’t structure the emotions I
have when I think of Adaba. It captured my heart in so many ways and introduced
me to some people I will never forget. The friends I made on this trip are without a
doubt friends for life. Ethiopia does something to you and I think the only people
who will understand it are those who have been there with you through it all and I
feel so blessed to have been with such amazing people.
Theres not a day goes by that I don’t think of Adaba and the people I met. I am
still in contact with many of them and intend to go back very soon.. It’s strange how
six weeks in Ethiopia remain so clear in your mind as I can recall almost every day
that passed and what we did, yet it’s been two months since I came home and I have
trouble remembering what I did yesterday. It really impacts on you in more ways
than you’ll ever imagine and leaves you vacant, back in Ireland only to dream, of the
smells, the sights, the chica(dirt), but most of all, the people. I hope there will always
be time in the day to give them all a thought as some of the strongest, kindest and
loving people I have ever met.
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The Adaba Experience
By Sinead McNamara

28 June came around so quickly since I had made up my mind in January that I
would head to Ethiopia for the summer. Volunteer work was something I always
wished to do but never actually got around to doing ‘next year’ or ‘sometime’ often
were the excuses. Finally I got it together! It was such a rush to get finished up in
school, move out of my house etc. but I eventually got on that plane.
Ethiopia was nothing at all like I had envisaged. I had this pre meditated
conception that it would be desert like, very warm and vast plains of burnt country
side. What greeted me was directly the opposite… rolling mountainous hillsides,
greener than Ireland, I’d been living a lie!! The natives grew crops like potatoes,
cabbage, onions and maize… how similar to home? Difficult to understand why a
decent living couldn’t be made from such resources.
I couldn’t actually get my head around how much it rained. I had been told that it
would be the rainy season and that Adaba would be wet. However I had decided
that it would rain for a couple of hours every eveningin a humid, tropical type
climate and that would be it… how wrong I was! Some days it would start raining at
2 o’clock in the afternoon and would persist for the evening right up until the
following morning.
I had never anticipated the welcome we would receive from the children.
Everyday we were unindated with coffee ceremonies.Two and three some days, you
had to be good and cute to avoid the salty ones! Between the coffee and the sugar we
were wired for half our stay!! Yet these people have nothing materially but were still
happy to share what they had with the firengies( foreigners) They would really put
out a spread, with bread, egg and pasta.
It was a pity that more building didn’t take place in Foruna, three miles outside
Adaba. Not sure what the hold up was. Therefore my building expertise was only
called upon for a few days. Moving large stones with barellas is a lot of fun! Barellas
are like large galvanise trays with wooden handles at both ends. one person would
go at the front and another at the back… sometimes however we needed four people
to lift the rocks!
However the teaching went ahead in Adaba. Class sizes and ages varied. I was
supposed to be teaching Year 1, the age range varied fron six to eleven. ‘Zimbalu’
and ‘cutchabelo’ were two Amharic words that were quickly learned. (Be quiet and
sit down) I started off with twenty in my class and this number grew to fifty as the
weeks went on. The children were extremely enthusiastic.
Adult classes took place in the evening time for two hours. These classes were
more intense with an all male attendance. On one occasion two girls attended, but it
was predominately male. It is very much a male dominated society, the women work
hard in the home and outside, farming, carrying sticks etc… men are priveledged!!
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None the less it is heartening that in general education is looked upon as a way to get
on in life and thus many want to learn.
There were eight orphans living in a little orphanage beside the compound, these
children were the highlight of my stay in Adaba, such beautiful happy children living
in the harshest of conditions. During our stay we got a chance to buy these children
some clothes, blankets and toys. We used to go down to the orphanage in the
evenings and play, teach or just spend time with them.
The six weks passed very quickly and before we knew it, we were homeward
bound again. This time with a few more bed bug bites and colds and aches!
Ethiopia… A great experience, one that I am delighted I took part in!
Acknowledgements
I would like to thank all the people who bought tickets from me. My family and
friends who contributed so much money, ye’re great! Ennis Marts, Co Clare, who
allowed me to collect money on the premises. I would like to thank the pupils and
staff of the De La Salle, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10, who sold tickets and ran a no
uniform day. The management and staff of Ruby Finnegans, Ballyfermot where we
ran a table. Cornmarket for contributing money to the fund. Thanks to everyone
who took part.

Dear Friend
By Grace Kearney

I really don’ t know how to write this. How can I make you the reader, comprehend
the effect this place had and still has on me. Regardless, these are some of the things
I saw and felt.
I can’ t remember a time where I felt that content, consistently for six weeks. This
place evoked a certain type of fullness within me. The only way to describe it is by
using the word ‘ home’. The physical similarities with Ireland were astounding. Lush
green mountains swell up from deep valleys. Some days the rain would surprise me
and fall as Irish drizzle, causing me instinctively to cover my hair, for fear of
awakening a friseball- and then the delight of not being in Western civilization would
hit me and I would laugh to myself at my foolishness.
Some only see Africa from the dark side of their minds. The impenetrable place,
the unknowable minds. The hoards of walking skeletons, too weak to swat the flies
that cover them. Previous to my journey I received opinions from people that had
this perspective. And it pains me now to think that I was once so ignorant to think
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that Ethiopia was a famine riddled country with no pulse. How I was mistaken.
Now, please don’ t misinterpret what I am saying; Ethiopia does suffer in the dry
season, but one can not imagine how fertile it is in the rain season. The soil is a rich
chocolate colour and the landscape incredibly green.
As a teacher – where do I start… using stickers as rewards for good behaviour
sounds like an intelligent plan in Ireland, however in a place like Adaba it’s a case of
if he got one then why not me…the word circus springs to mind! Class size and
pupils vary with each day, children sleeping with lack of energy, babies stripping off
and crawling on desks – oh it’s a laugh! I had a class of 50 or so with 15 or so actual
toddlers! (Thanks Anna and Ruth for taking the toddlers!)
What impacted me most was the deep range of emotions I felt in such a short
space of time. On one particular day, outside my delightful village of Adaba, I was
ambling along, speaking to this bright young man on topics such as education,
corruptness etc. Four kids pulled me along, each intercepting the conversation, to
teach me a new Amharic word-they had just spotted vultures over the valley. As I
write this I am craving this experience again. It was idyllic. However, within minutes
of reaching this high my emotions crashed as a weak farass (horse) stumbled and fell
on the road with the cart it was pulling crushing it’ s helpless body. Unlike a horse in
Ireland that would fall, this horse did not flay with its legs, it just surrendered. The
locals watched us ‘ferrengis’ (white people) get excited over a fallen horse and they
could only find it amusing. Who could blame them? In this futile land humour is the
only saving grace in times like these. These horses are literally worked to the bone,
with pieces of their flesh exposed from being over whipped. The sad reality is that
these owners have no concept of longevity.
Another example of the emotional dynamic, involves an evening in which I was
taking part in a coffee ceremony. Us volunteers were jiving with the locals to Oromic
music. They were teaching us how to dance with our shoulders! The microphone
was passed around as ‘ Amazing Grace’ was sang by the amazing Hannah and one or
two volunteers tried to sing a rendition of ‘ Alleluia’ !! (Won’ t mention any names!)
It was a truly magical evening when I felt the hairs on the back of my head standing.
My hard emotion was soon to come when I was invited to a little hut at the bottom
of the village by two little sisters. We eventually got to their house soaked to the bone
following a downpour of rain. The little girls were shivering, however, I was the one
given the homemade blanket and the egg and bread. The man of the house was a
primary teacher just like me. All he wanted to do was fulfill his dream of being a
writer and of publishing his book. However, in a country like this, his task was to
provide for his family of ten and some other neighbours that he could afford to feed.
He went out to bring in his neighbour who was dying of Aids. He told me of the
scorn of having it and of people refusing to look at her, let alone talk to her. He said
that before she contracted the condition she was a ‘ beautiful woman, a lady who
was well off in Ethiopian terms’ . However, her husband liked to ‘play away’ and
thus gave his wife and in respect their beautiful unborn son the fateful disease. Her
husband had died the previous year and all this woman was concerned with was
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who would look after her son. When she entered I made an effort not to look
shocked. Her eyes were downcast and eventually after I tried to speak some Amharic
to her, her eyes focused on mine. I told her I taught her son and that he was a
beautiful boy. I took her hand and she gently embraced me. I will forever remember
that woman’ s face and the promise I made to her that I would sponsor her son’ s
education-not a great feat, considering three or four vodka and oranges would make
that concrete. Why was I one of the fortunate four million to live in Ireland and not
one of the seventy-five to live in Ethiopia?
This titanic expanse of emotions occurred quite regularly and strangely it’ s
deeply effecting me now even though I am six weeks home! During the week I went
to the Babyshambles concert in the Ambassador. As I write this I am blushing,
however, I feel it needs to be written to explain to people the profound effect this
place has had on me. Now don’ t get me wrong, I was enjoying the concert, however
on the 16 bus home for no apparent reason tears started streaming down my face.
Now as you can imagine, people were giving me queer looks at the very least but I
could not control it! Even today I can’ t comprehend the cause of my tears. Perhaps,
sub-conscientiously it was the huge drinkfest I witnessed that evoked the tears.
Perhaps, it was the prospect of people getting so heated about a singer, when my
babies in Adaba did not get the protein and vegetables they so aptly deserve.
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I need to go back. Why you might ask? When a child looks at you alighting your
bus home with tears streaming down his face and yours – how can I explain the
anguish of leaving go his hand. That’s what this place did to me, it left me vacant. I
now know how much fulfillment I can feel. And I crave it. When I was out there
everything was so real, every feeling so tangible-you can not get this from media, I
strongly believe everyone needs to experience something like this and if one person
decides to go from reading this, then I have done my job.
And last but not at all least; I have to say a few words about my Adaba group.
This group of people made the experience for me. I was so fortunate to meet people
who were on the same wavelength as me, who experienced things so deeply and yet
could override them with great humour. They each were so special and unique and
yet we gelled together to create an immense force-as Angela says ‘The A Team!’ We
had terrific times. They know who they are. Also a special thanks to our leader
Tommy, the organiser Brother Tom and my two special Ethiopian friends Assiget and
Tesfaye.
And I can’ t write something about Adaba without writing about my Ethiopian
babies-the eight children who can make me laugh and cry in seconds.. and their
beautiful mother Ababa. (meaning flower)
‘If you ever get a chance go there. It feels like… going home.’ Bob, June 2005.
Yours, Grace Kearney (Adaba volunteer-and proud of it!).
P.S. Please God do your best to keep Ethiopia out of trouble, cause I don’ t think our
hearts could handle it…
Special Thanks to
My Mother and Father—who did most of the fund raising and who put up with me
for the last 22 years! Garveys Castleisland, Co Kerry, Cordal GAA, Presentation
Convent Castleisland-teachers and pupils, Businesses and shops in my home town of
Castleisland who sold lines, Scartaglin NS, Docter Justin Joyce, the kind lady in
Tralee who anon donated 2,000 euro, AIB branch in South Mall Cork who kindly
donated 500 euro. My aunts and uncles, Catherine and Joe O Sullivan who sold
hundreds of tickets for me, my aunt Margaret Hanifin, Mary Cronin, Ann Cronin,
Breeda O Connell, Mary Fitzgerald, Rita McCarthy, my great grandparents-grandad
Jerry Cronin and nana Shiela Kearney and Johnny and Noreen Kearney. My super
friends: Mary Greene and her parents, Karen Quinlan, Ann Marie O Connell, Katie
O Connell, Aisling Breen, Siobhan O Connor, My fab cousins-Gillian and Niamh
Hanifin, Daniel, Sinead an Elaine kearney, Karen McCarthy, Nicola Waters, Brenda
Dunne, Aoife O Connor and Breeda O Connor, my great bunch of teachers (esp
Gemma Hughes, Helen Lehane), principal Joan Quinn in my school in Phibsburgh
who had a sponsored walk for me-my lovely Senior Infants class of last year, My
housemate Brid who sold tickets, John Reidy who let me write an article in The
Kerryman, and of course my little sis who I wanna say Happy 21st to!! I love ye all…
especially for giving me this super experience.
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‘Ní mar a shíltear bítear’
(Everything is not as you expect it to be)
By Angela Savage

I was one of the team that spent 6 weeks in Adaba, a small town in the Bale
Mountains. The only road through it is unsealed and so could be muddy and
dangerous when it rains – which it did for almost the entire time we were there. We
lived in last year’s half-finished project building and were woken up most mornings
before 7a.m. by hammering from the other side of the building, where work was
continuing – that is, if we hadn’t already been woken up by the Muslim call to prayer
at 3.50a.m. (Adaba was great if you were an insomniac.)
There was no privacy either – the girls all shared one room with no curtains for
most of the time until we finally found a use for one of our Irish flags. The lads
managed to share two rooms despite the fact that there were fewer of them – but that
just reflects the status quo in Adaba!
We started off with three bathrooms but ended up with none as they all had bad
plumbing. (For ‘toilets’ substitute ‘holes in the ground’). The water was always cold
and our kitchen/dining/living area was 100 yards away in another building and
required us running the gauntlet of enthusiastic kids just to get fed – something you
weren’t always in the mood for every morning. We also had just one outside tap for
preparing, cleaning and cooking food and for washing up afterwards.
We taught classes of up to 60 kids every morning, and up to 40 adults in the
afternoons; we constantly wore wellies due to all the mud and we all got sick due to
the poor hygiene, the change of diet, occasionally dodgy meat, dehydration, fleas,
bed bugs, head lice, ring worm, etc., etc. And don’t even start me on the difficulties
of phoning home!
By this stage my friends at home are fairly horrified by my account of my
Ethiopian experience. But, to be honest, I had a great time – not all the time, of
course, but there were many positives as well.
We might have had no privacy but we got to know the people. Eating local fare
and drinking numerous cups of ‘buna’ at the many coffee ceremonies we attended
might have upset our stomachs but we were welcomed into people’s homes and got a
real view of their lives and living conditions. Surprisingly, these people almost always
had a smile on their faces despite the many hardships they endure in their daily lives.
We could have killed for chocolate (us girls anyway) but at least we had delicious
daabo baked fresh everyday! We might have been plagued towards the end by the
beggars and chancers but throughout our stay we also came in contact with genuine
cases of need, whom we were able to help.
Lastly, we didn’t build a classroom (or even finish a wall) but we did have a laugh
with the locals on the days we were on the site. In fact, we got a real insight into how
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such things are done in Ethiopia (by hand, slowly and not without delays and
corruption – but let’s not kid ourselves that we are so moral and straightforward in
Ireland. Corruption, back-handers, overpriced fees and ‘unforeseen circumstances’
all exist at home, they’re just slightly more dressed up most of the time and only
come out in tribunals about 30 years after the event.)
Ethiopia, or any country for that matter, cannot be summed up or judged after a
mere 6 weeks. Unfortunately, it takes a long time to do real good and only a short
time to do harm. While in 6 weeks we could not radically improve the general
standard of living out there, it was enough time to teach them to expect handouts
from foreigners, who arrive with good intentions but little foresight or genuine
understanding of the situation. The favourites that we gathered might be cute kids
now but will grow into demanding and cheeky teenagers and adults. This attitude
prevailed towards the end of our stay as the locals realised we would soon be leaving
and this was their last chance to get something out of us. In fact, we and the groups
before us have created the many chancers who plagued us shortly before we left. Aid
is not necessarily about handing out gifts, which teaches people to expect handouts
and takes away from their dignity. I wish I had realised this at the start of my stay so
that I would not have been partly responsible for adding to this growing culture of
dependency. However,in the end, these people are still extremely poor and in far
more need of money, etc.than me so I can’t sit on a moral high ground and blame
them for trying. I can only take a leap of faith and hope they spend what we gave
them wisely.
All in all, I’m privileged to have had the experience. In the end, my trip was not
about the difference I made, but the difference it made to me – in the things I learnt
from the other people I met, especially the brilliant Adaba group and our adopted
member, Assegid. For me, this great group of people, whom I was lucky enough to
share the experience with were the key! Thanks a million guys, without your
tolerance, good humour and temporary insanity Adaba could have been hell!
A rundown on the Adaba crew (the ‘A’ Team)
Tommy, our illustrious leader, did not always have an easy job. But he got on with it
and so did we, and when things needed sorting out there was no better man to do it
– despite occasional threats and danger, and not just from the group! (Just as well
he’s a prodigy at Martial Arts!)
Simon, our own Jamie Oliver, was a whizz in the kitchen, a ‘computer expert’ and
excellent at Amharic – all of which left him with a fanclub of local ladies (bet they
didn’t know about his fascination with giant flying beetles!)
Eoin – to paraphrase a certain phrasebook which some of us purchased on our last
day in Addis ‘It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of Eoin’s presence in the
group’! He kept us all laughing with everything from his haircut to handwriting
analysis, from his toilet experiences while sick to his night time encounters with
wildlife – even while he himself suffered from every infection going. (But sure he was
a great patient with never a complaint out of him!)
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‘Miss Grace’ was the Pied Piper of Adaba. Wherever she went about 500 kids
followed. She had the patience of a saint (and needed it to cope with the fifty odd
babies in her class!)
Ana was the queen of the ‘shoulder shimmy’ and the star of manys a night’s dancing
in the Mirror Room. With her flair for drama she could perform on any stage – even
a jeep rooftop on special occasions!
Sinéad might be a proud Clare woman but she was definitely the ‘Limerick’ queen
(with the odd glass of Gouder for inspiration!) Also known for her excellent
impersonation of a Northern accent, she could definitely make a killing with her
cookbook: ‘101 ways to cook potatoes and tibs’!
Rachel, our very own Neil Jordan, looked after her ‘baby’ 24/7 for the 6 weeks,
building up great back and shoulder muscles, while filming some excellent footage
with it too (including plenty to blackmail us all with – can’t wait to see the 11 hours
of out-takes on that DVD!)
Lastly, Ruth, the baby of the group, showed us all up on the building site with her
endless enthusiasm for rocklifting, pick swinging and burella-toting. After 2 days of
it teaching seemed a much better option to me so fair play to you girl!
The Top 10 Worst Loos in Adaba
10. The working western loo in Sunny’s house (almost perfect – if only the light had
worked as well!)
9. Our own loo before it got blocked up (a bit muddied by our dirty wellies but
otherwise a perfectly usable hole in the ground with flush)
8. The school toilet block in the compound (smelly cubicles, holes in the ground, no
flush and no doors)
7. The hole in the ground out the back of many village houses (no walls so full
exposure)
6. The roadside bus stops (ie, behind a hedge with an audience of local women and
children)
5. Farounaa school (where turds went to die and hundreds of kids came to watch
through the large gap in the door)
4. Mirror Bar (unisex – why do men not bother with doors?! – and utterly stank)
3. Our own loo when it was blocked (you can imagine)
2. ‘World Cup Loo’ (with a half hung mailbag for a door, no light anywhere near it you wouldn’t want to see it anyway – although it could be located by the stench from
quite far away)
1. The ‘maggot loo’ (round the back of the ‘Arcade’, it featured the ultimate in waste
recycling technology! Again there was a reason for it not having a light!)
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Making a Positive Difference
By David Murray

When I read the handbooks from the past projects, I always wondered what I would
write if I ever took part in an Africa Project. Having been there and done that, so to
speak, I’m still unsure where I should begin. This is because none of your
expectations can prepare you for how you deal with Ethiopia. Everyone seems to
think along that line and I’d hold it to be true.
Teaching was hectic. But everyone pulled together. What a group. What a
situation. What an experience. Painting the Den. Children were bursting with delight
and excitement, while we put up those murals, not to mention being so grateful that
sombody would actually put the time into their project. Because, and I’ll tell you, the
government wouldn’t give them any more then a rusty shed! Working with the
Sisters of Charity. Amazing women doing amazing work.
It’s fantastic that people would volunteer to go out and participate in these
projects. A little goes a long way out THERE. When you saw the potential that the
voluntary work HAS, in terms of making a tangible difference to the lives of the
people we worked with… Look, just for the record, I want to dispell any notions I
might be giving that sound like ‘God, I’m great for going away to help those poor
Africans!’. INSTEAD, what I’m trying to say is that when you’re helping a disabled
eight year old child take his first steps, when two months ago all he did was wait for
his meals and medication; THAT, is when you know you are making a positive
difference.
I met some amazing people. We all did. Of course we met some people who were
a few rungs down the ladder as well. We were often rewarded for our perseverence,
though on occasssions we felt the screws turn on our collective thumb. But such is
life. Jesus, I’m so glad I went. It was a life lesson. I look forward to using what I’ve
learned in the future; from the likes of Assegid, Djene, Sr de Gracia, Alemsai, Br
Tadele and all my new Irish friends. Cheers!
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The Little Exchanges
By Conor Berry

Ethiopia is as Africa Projects is, an experience full of contrasts and contradictions,
an adventure where you will feel a great sense of excitement, happiness, appreciation
and humbleness while also experiencing apprehension, anger, disbelief and
frustration, and quite possibly in equal measures…
But above all the corruption and frustration that exists in trying to get any
meaningful work done in this country, stands the one factor that made this trip
worthwhile… the Ethiopian people. Here are a people that accept you into their
society and reveal to you their traditions and culture, in their own unique way and
with a great sense of humour, in a country whose natural beauty is breathtaking.
The pity is that the people there who need the most are the ones who receive the
least. In a country where extreme wealth exists beside abject poverty it is not good
enough that children in orphanages and sleeping on the streets are the ones forgotten
about by the government, and aid agencies, whose money often exists as no more
than another channel for corruption.
In light of all this however we must live in hope that what we do does help in
some way. My experience in Ethiopia has taught me that it is not the grand gestures
that make the difference but the little exchanges and the brief encounters that are the
most valuable. The rewards may not be tangible but then again you cannot measure
the effect of spending a few minutes of your life blowing bubbles for a child in an
orphanage and seeing the reaction on their face. You cannot measure the effect on
them, or you.
I’d like to thank all my fellow volunteers for sharing in those six weeks, especially
the gang in Nazareth…
Cormac – for all the tunes (esp. the fishbowl song), thanks roomie
Claire and Cliodhna – for the companionship on the road to Robe
David – for your unique take on everything
Annette and Sheila – for being the groups conscience
Triona – for those nights with that white horse
Niamh and Eoin – for making us all feel like one of the Robe group when really ye
were always one of us. (oh, and the beautiful complexion..)
Thanks for the great memories made and the ones still to come…
Many thanks also to the following, who contributed very generously to the
project:
Bawn Developments; The Wrens Nest; Berry Sportsmedicine and Physiotherapy;
Fethard Youth Group; Wexford Ceili Dancers; Ramsgrange Community School;
Kilrane NS; Chadwicks, Wexford; and all my friends and family who gave so
generously of their time and money… Amesegenallo
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Ireland in Africa
By Cormac Kavanagh

So we’re in Addis Airport at 1AM after a long flight. The place is eerie and deserted,
and we find that dates have been mixed up and we have no hotel for the night.
Welcome to Ethiopia…
‘Rolled into Nazareth, it must have been about half-past ten’. I couldn’t get that
song out of my head as I arrived in Nazareth with Brother Tom and our group of
volunteers. After a hearty meal cooked by ‘mama’ we got a good nights sleep ready
to start work building in the morning.
Great crack on the site with the locals but work soon ran out and we started our
morning teaching in St Josephs school after a week there. Teaching English to fifty 5
year olds was ‘interesting’. More crowd control than anything else but the crack was
good and the kids were happy.
More rewarding still was our time spent in the ‘den’. This was a street kids
project run by Br Tadele and organised acrobatics,dancing and also acted as a youth
information centre. I taught guitar during the afternoons and it was very satisfying.
The love of music is universal and the kids loved the Beatles/Bill Withers songs I
would teach them. I in turn received many CDs of Ethiopian music from the kids
who were so happy and grateful.
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I also spent a week in Robe working with Matt and his group at the orphanage
there. We would travel there each day on the local bus. I couldn’t get over how
similar the landscape was to Ireland. This was by far my best Ethiopian experience.
Nothing prepares you for it. The grinding poverty, desperate illnesses that these
children and adults lived through was heart-breaking but we rolled up our sleeves
and got on with teaching and playing with the kids. The love and gratitude we
received from the people there was awe-inspiring.
I have learned so much about myself. After dealing with rat-infested toilets (we
laugh now!), 17 hour bus trips and dodgy local cuisine you learn to struggle through
adversity. The Ethiopians do and much more besides. All these experiences have
made me a better person, more appreciative of friends and family and a deep respect
for all the beautiful, friendly Ethiopian people I met on my travels.
Its now over a month since my return from Ethiopia. When anybody asks me
about the experience, I just ask for their email address and say that I’ll send them a
link to my pictures online. The pictures tell it all really. I find that if I start talking, I
cant stop enthusing about Ethiopia, the people, the music, the scenery, the wildlife,
the 13 month calendar. Did I mention that its 1998 in Ethiopia. 1998!!
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Contrasts
By Clare King

Ethiopia is a country crammed with contrasts… shoe-shine boys working hard on
their little wooden stools outside a state-of-the-art Sony center… a Hilton Hotel
situated alongside sprawling shanty towns… one-legged men hobbling along, with
nothing but a towel around them, being passed out by smart business men… modern
jeeps zooming past women sitting on muddy paths selling half-rotten vegetables…
stifling heat followed by a monsoon shower of hailstones… and all this I experienced
in only my very first day in this amazing country.
With my typically Irish looks, I expected to feel like an alien from outer space on
landing in Ethiopia! But her people are very accepting of contrasts, and I felt arms
outstretched to me at every turn, welcoming me into a warm embrace. I am still in
awe of how friendly, generous,
and loving, the people I met there
were.
The absolute highlight of my
time in Nazareth, Ethiopia was
my time in the ‘De La Salle Den’.
This was a youth drop-in centre
for the less fortunate in the area.
Working there wasn’t in our
original plan, but as we had time
free after teaching, we jumped at
the chance to work with these
fantastic children and teenagers.

From the very
first
day,
every
member welcomed us
with open arms and
an open mind. They
didn’t know anything
about us. They didn’t
expect anything from
us. They didn’t know
that we would work
and play together for
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six weeks. Yet they made us feel
at home, made coffee and
popcorn for us, and put on a
dance and circus display for us.
Such good-natured generosity.
I loved every minute of my
time in the Den… painting the
walls, teaching my little English
class, doing artwork, native
Ethiopian dancing, learning
Amharic, playing frisbee, and
getting my hair braided! I feel so
privileged to have worked with
such a fantastic, fun-loving,
generous-of-spirit, enthusiastic
children. I will cherish forever the time I spent there.
Every day in Ethiopia was filled with new experiences.
Travelling to see the other volunteer groups at weekends was particularly eyeopening as the diversity of the country was revealed even more to us. In the end, the
many contrasts I experienced enveloped me also – I felt hope and despair,
disillusionment and fulfillment, elation and defeat, anger and love… all at once.
Leaving Ethiopia, and arriving ‘home’ to what seemed like another planet was an
extremely confusing, emotional experience. But one that forces you to open
blinkered eyes, and become much more aware of the important things in life. The
people I met, and the people I travelled with in Ethiopia, will always be extremely
important to me. To each and every one of you – míle buíochas, and amese gnalo.
Acknowledgements
Firstly, to Br Tom and to all the
Nazareth group… thank you so
much for all the craic agus ceol and
the wonderful, caring friendships…
I shall treasure it all forever.
To the Robe group; for
welcoming us to their home and to
the wonderful Sisters of Charity
orphanage… it was a fantastic
experience to share with you for the
week.
I would never have experienced
all I did if it wasn’t for the amazing
generosity of the following
people…
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The staff, parents, and pupils of Belgrove Junior Boys School, Clontarf. The staffs
of Glor na Mara Primary School, Tramore, and St Stephen’s De La Salle, Waterford.
Waterford Home-School-Liason Co-ordinators. Staff of the Department of
Agriculture. The people of Tramore who supported me in my collection in
Supervalu. Tramore AFC for kindly donating soccer balls. My heartfelt thanks to
you all.
Papa, Granny, all my aunts, uncles, and cousins, and all the friends of our family
who supported me… thank you so much for your wonderful generosity.
All my friends, for supporting my decision to go and giving me lots of resources
to help me out there. Karen and Córa – I could never have done without all the
supplies you gave me! I want to especially thank those who climbed up the
Comeragh mountains with me in aid of the children in Ethiopia – Ciarán, Niamh,
Sarah, Chris, Tommy, Patricia, Nuala, Anna, Tess, Ann, Billy, and Mam (the superb
event organiser!) – I know you didn’t have the ‘foggiest’ what you had let yourself in
for, but you did brilliantly, thank you, and to all the people who sponsored you!!
And finally, to my family, Dad, Mam, Aileen, and Declan – without your loving
support, I may never have had the courage to take on such an adventure. I cannot
thank you enough.
Amese Gnalo.
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Memories of Ethiopia
By Niamh Power

I feel very humbled to have experienced Ethiopia at a young age as my experience in
Ethiopia will certainly live with me forever. Leaving the Orphanage was one of the
hardest things I’ve ever done and since I am home all I can think about is the people
we left behind in the orphanage. I think the Robe project was the overall success
story of this years projects and needs to be continued in the future. Working at the
Orphanage was definitely tough, challenging and at times quite emotionally draining
but the difference we saw in the kids proved how we did actually make a difference
to their lives and now we owe it to them to keep the projects running here. I feel so
removed from Ethiopia back home now, to the point that I often have to reassure
myself that yes I was actually there. The whole experience was very surreal but
amazing and all I can think about is when will I be able to return. I received a letter
from an Ethiopian friend last week which meant more to me then anything I’ve ever
got. The Ethiopians are very inspiring people to be around and certainly have left a
huge impression on me. I’ve so many memories I don’t even know where to start. I
guess Nazareth as it was my first stop and I was in Nazareth…
One of my first memories is of sports with Sergeant Conor and the street kids and
‘one sleeve’s’ expression after scoring a goal as if he had won the World Cup. The
den, the paint, the gymnastics and the enthusiasm of all the kids was one of my
highlights. One vivid memory is of Ziyad an orphan boy who waited one evening
outside the house
with homework he
had done himself
for me in order to
improve
his
English and go to
college. Another is
of a beautiful
street kid who I
saw
daily
in
Nazareth always
looking
for
something
but
with a huge smile
on
her
face.
Another is of
Firkirta when I
gave her a toy in
the orphanage and
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without even playing with it
herself she gave it straight to
Patience a blind lady and
explained what it was to her in
Amhairc. Best memories are of
all the children in the
Orphanage, the ‘Hugger’, the
‘Growler’, ‘Abdi’ and everyone
else.
These
kids
are
unforgettable and remain in my
thoughts daily. The market
place with the Nazareth crew
was one of the funniest days
where I saw over 100 horses for
sale, bought coffee beans and
scarves while skidding from
stall to stall head to toe in
muck! Great craic was had by
all in Adaba, a weekend full of
bed bugs, lice and DABO, fun
times!!
The street kids in Ethiopia
have really left an unforgettable
impression on me. I suppose in
Ireland you don’t see many
homeless or perhaps you choose not to look, however in Ethiopia it’s not possible to
have one day without seeing many street kids. I hope to work with street kids in the
future and perhaps even set up my own ‘Dens’ or youth projects for street kids in the
future.
I guess all I have left to say is if anyone is reading this now and has a feeling inside
them of something telling them to go and work in a developing country then do, I
have no regrets in going to Ethiopia I feel very lucky to have met so many great
people Ethiopian and Irish alike. Life is s too short, don’t wait go for it!!
AMESEGANALO!
Huge thanks to all my Family, my Dad and Mam, Grandad, Laura, Dermot and
friends who helped me fundraise and prepare for the trip. Special thanks to Marian
Mulryan and St Mary’s School, Rathfarnam. Thanks to Butlerstown Primary School
and St Angela’s Secondary School, Ursuline, Waterford and Ms Gorey. The
Combined Credit Unions, Baush and Lomb, The Fennellys, The Mooneys, Fr John
Gilligan and Mr Gerry Halley. Thanks to all of you and all the rest who have
contributed in some way. A little money goes along way in Ethiopia and myself and
the people to whom your money has gone to are very grateful. Thank you!!
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A Life-changing Experience
By Annette Curry

‘A life changing experience’, by all accounts, was what lay ahead of me in Ethiopia.
It wasn’t until I returned that I realised I had, in some small way changed as a
person.
The reasons? Firstly, the Ethiopian people; their welcoming and humble nature,
their desire to share their lives and culture with us, their generosity, their endless
smiles and happiness in a deeply contrasting and corrupt society. I returned home reevaluating myself as a person: my values, priorities, appreciation of and outlook on
life.
Secondly, my wonderful volunteer group in Ethiopia. Thanks for six weeks of
friendship, cooperation, support, shared life experience and good craic agus ceol!
The group experience has been very precious to me.
Ethiopia has, because of all the experiences encountered (good, bad and
indifferent), given me the opportunity to open my eyes to the world and to grow as a
person. For that I am very grateful. With new-found confidence, enthusiasm and
wisdom, I have begun to see a clearer and bigger picture of life.
Acknowledgements
We would sincerely like to thank everyone who supported us in Africa projects 2006.
Firstly, to our family for their endless support encouragement, efforts and patience
right up until departure date! Next, to our relations, friends, neighbours and
colleagues, for all
their contributions,
help,
faith
and
interest.
To everyone who
bought tickets or sold
them on our behalf.
To all those who
supported
our
fundraising efforts, to
those who provided
spot prizes, to Craobh
Chiarán GAA club
and
the
Derwin
family, Gibneys pub
and St Oliver Plunkett
NS for their help in
facilitating the events.
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Memoirs of the Robe Chairman
By Matthew Whelan

To say that I’ve struggled in trying to write this piece over the last few weeks is an
understatement and a half. Where to begin? What to include? What to leave out? It
has been very difficult but I hope that the next few paragraphs do justice to the
amazing, very special six weeks I spent in Ethiopia during the summer of ’06.
I had always intended on going back to Ethiopia with the project, though perhaps
not so soon. I considered it a huge honour to be asked back, especially as a group
leader. My plans for July had involved bumming around on a beach in Oz, but when
the call came from Tom I had to say yes.
As time passed and fundraisers came and went I started to get excited. I knew the
set up in Shashemene after last year’s project and eagerly awaited working with the
kids and seeing all of my friends there. I was very happy with preparations and was
very confident that we could do our best for the various groups in Shashemene over
the six weeks.
Fast forward to day two in Addis.
Chatting with Tara in the hotel, from
the corner of my eye, I caught Tom,
Tommy, and Assegid in deep
discussion at the table beside us.
Something was up and I guessed the
Shashemene crew were involved in
some way.
The long and the short of it is that I
went to bed that night bemused and a
little scared. God only knew what lay
ahead in Robe and Goba. The
orphanage was one of the only things
I’d experienced last year that had
genuinely shaken me and now with a
larger group in my charge I faced into
five weeks of tough work that none of
us could have prepared for. But hey we
were in Ethiopia, a place were things
rarely go according to plan. Fate had
led four, later eight, and for three
weeks eleven, of us to what I would
argue to be the most challenging and
rewarding experience for any la Sallian
volunteer in Ethiopia.
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We had gone from preparing for various teaching and building projects to
working in the Sisters of Charity orphanage with 400-450 orphans, patients,
inhabitants. ( I still struggle to place an umbrella title on all of the very special people
who live, are cared for, and treated in the orphanage. I’ve often referred to them as
Ethiopia’s unwanted or society’s forgotten people and though it seems harsh there is
a huge element of terrible truth in these titles.) Deep down I honestly believe it was
for this reason fate led us there. This was our mission. Taking over from the Belfast
group in Goba was the reason the Shashemene programme fell through. Caring for
the needy in the orphanage was why we had ended up there. I’m convinced of it.
You see, for five very special and very challenging weeks we cared. We hugged
and played with the forgotten children. We stimulated and encouraged the mentally
and physically handicapped. We educated minds and bandaged as many heads as
possible. But most of all we cared. We tried our best to bring a little light and hope
into the lives of human beings who, except for three Sisters of Charity and a few
local workers, were all but forgotten.
It really is impossible to gauge how successful our efforts were in Goba last July
and August. The smiles, singing, dancing and mental and physical improvement in
the people say a lot for what we tried to do during our time there. One picture in
particular (see below) really captures the happiness and pride I felt leaving the
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orphanage. I remember this child from the first day we arrived. He collapsed in front
of me due to an epileptic fit. His head was covered with bumps, infected sores and
cuts. He rocked himself and moaned and cried all day. He rarely moved and didn’t
really interact with anyone in the orphanage. Day by day I could see the
improvement in him (sorry his name escapes me). We took time to play with him,
clean up his sores and give him a little attention and love. By the time we were
leaving he was playing, singing and dancing at the little discos, and most importantly
he was communicating with others. I love this picture because it says so much about
what we did, but it also upsets me to think that for the rest of the year he and the
others will have little or no stimulation, attention or love.
I feel privileged to have spent this time working in the orphanage and very lucky
to have been blessed with an brilliant group. A group of people I would like to thank
wholeheartedly for their work, commitment, advice support and friendship both to
me and each other. So to Mikey, Elaine, Claire, Eoin, Niamh, Kelly and Matie, sorry
Katie Thank You.
I would like to thank the Belfast group. They are a truly wonderful group of
people whose tremendous efforts and love for the orphanage has drastically changed
the lives of a huge amount of people. They welcomed us into their group and
directed us wisely.
I would like to express my sincerest gratitude to Father Baraki for all of his help,
concern, and hospitality. A special thanks must also be extended to all of the locals
who helped and befriended us in Goba and Robe.
I would also like to thank the Sisters of Charity, especially Sister de Gracia. They
are really the closest thing to living saints one could ever meet.
Finally I’d like to thank Brother Tom for trusting me and my decisions, for
advising me wisely and helping the group as much as he could from Nazereth. I don’t
think that any of us can fully appreciate the time, effort and care Tom puts in to the
projects year after year. He believes, strives and has already provided, with our help,
for a brighter future for thousands of Ethiopians. I am proud to have been part of the
project over the past couple of years. Long may it continue.
Acknowledgements
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with fundraisers. Thanks to the ASTI and the Clontarf Credit Union for financial
contributions. Thanks to Marie Doran for being so kind during a time of personal
grief.
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Encapsulated in my Heart
By Elaine Curry

Returning to Ethiopia was something I did not have to think about at all. The
memories and love for the people I met was so close to my heart that not returning
seemed unimaginable. It was the Ethiopian people we met while there who, yet
again, made the experience worthwhile.
I was extremely lucky and privileged to work in the Sister’s of Charity Orphanage
for the six weeks. To go through the Orphanage gates each morning and be greeted
by the smiles, cheers and hugs of those ‘outcast’ from society is enough to remain
encapsulated in my heart for a lifetime. The unconditional love and warmth received
from everyone behind those gates was humbling and simply amazing. While the
orphanage was, at times, overwhelming (from the sights and smells to the stories
attached to individuals looked after by the sisters) the incredible sense of reward felt
by the volunteers far outweighed and suppressed all other emotions while in the
orphanage.
For the last few weeks of my time in the orphanage, I concerned myself mainly
with the ‘physiotherapy room’. This room comprised of a surgery bed, a plastic
mattress and two inflatable tyres used to encourage walking. Two physiotherapy
students (sent to train in Addis Ababa by the sisters) worked with a selection of the
children on a daily basis. Two of these children, Johnny and Josif, completely stole
my heart.
Both boys were abandoned
outside the gates of the ‘Sisters
of Charity AIDS Orphanage’
in Addis Ababa and, because
they did not have the virus,
were
brought
to
the
orphanage in Goba (Southern
Ethiopia). Both boys were
severely crippled with twisted
joints when they came to the
orphanage, more than likely
due to lack of care. There also
was, according to the sisters, a
level of mental disabilities
with
the
boys.
The
physiotherapists, with basic
equipment, brought the boys
on a tremendous amount. The
smiles of Josif and Johnny will
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always stay with me, but so too will
the emotional reaction that they,
Josif in particular, had when they
realised that we were leaving and
that they were staying. Never have I
felt such absolute heart ache as I did
when I had to walk away to the
screams and cries of Josif. I knew
that, on my part, I had grown very
attached to the boys but until that
moment, I had not realised that they
had grown attached to me. The boys
were non-verbal and somewhat
labelled by the sisters as lost causes.
However, I saw their potential along
with their capability of emotion.
Because they are the youngest in the
men’s compound, the boys are well
looked after. Although knowing this
gives some comfort, the knowledge
that, with facilities associated with
the western world, the boys would
show incredible improvement is
something which is quite difficult
and upsetting to contend to.
I am so grateful to the sisters in the orphanage for opening their home to us and
allowing us to see what a volunteer’s experience should be about – those outcast
from society; those who need our help the most.
Acknowledgements
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Tyrrell; Evelyn Cahmbers; extended Curry family; Kevin Moran; Una Dunne;
Portmarnock Scouts; William Clarke; family and friends; Grace & Neil; Lorna &
Ronan; McGovern family &Mrs Kelly; O’Carroll family; Kealy Family; Greene
family; Joan Kelleher; Oliver Wright; Oonagh Lane-O’Kelly; Patsy Healy; Pat &
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Abyssinia
By Claire Rush

When I arrived home from my six weeks in Ethiopia, many people were eager to
hear about our experiences there. However I found it difficult to find words or even
pictures which would do it justice. I struggled to describe the people, the town, the
smiles, the ‘roads’, the mud, the scenery, the weather, the orphanage and even the
beautiful coffee. Then a friend asked me to sum it up in one word and I answered
with ‘indescribable’. So rather unsatisfactorily all that is left for me to say is thank
you to everyone who helped to make my time in Ethiopia so memorable and
worthwhile.
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Memories 2006
By Cliodhna Keys

My first impression was the friendliness of the Ethiopian people. They were so much
more open and welcoming towards us ‘Forengi’ (foreigners) than I could ever have
imagined. Their warmth and generosity is something that will always come to mind
when I think of or speak about Ethiopia. The children, who are accustomed to
having so little, appreciated even the smallest of gestures. It was so gratifying to see
their whole face lighting up, for example, when given a tee shirt as a reward for
effort, that it made us feel good but also so aware of the contrasts between our lives
and theirs. Such experiences make the effort worthwhile, however insignificant it is
in a country so desperate in so many ways.
Ethiopia is a country of gross contrasts, contradictions and corruption. I really
did not know what to expect before going there. The project was certainly not what
I had expected. The corruption was so blatant on so many levels that I found this
challenging and extremely frustrating. This had a direct impact on the building
projects which had been planned for the summer but were never completed. I truly
hope that these barriers are short term and the building projects will eventually see
completion, as without doubt education is one of the most important factors in
enabling the Ethiopian people to control their own destiny.
Having said all that I was delighted to have been exposed both to the positive and
negative sides of Ethiopian culture and life.
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Ethiopia 2006
By Michelle Dalton

Words could never truly convey my memories of precious sights, sounds and
moments in Ethiopia. How can you describe the moment when you taught a 10year-old child to colour or when you gave a child with no footwear their first pair of
shoes? Unfortunately words or pictures could never do these moments justice, as
indeed like most of my time in Ethiopia.
Having spent six weeks teaching both the young children and teenagers of Meki,
the realisation that occurred to us all was the enormous potential that exists among
the young generation of this country. Each morning the children gathered early
awaiting our arrival to school, all bursting with enthusiasm and eagerness. I will
never forget doing a head count of 106 kindergarten children on one of our first
mornings teaching. The concept of crowd control had reached a totally new level
here!
It is impossible to imagine how simple songs, rhymes, toys, games and colouring
activities could provide such excitement and fun for these children. The fact that
these simple play items that the students in my own school had discarded were the
source of endless enjoyment for these beautiful children. This in itself brought home
the reality of the situation.
The constant smiles, hugs and kisses we received every day were truly humbling.
The immeasurable enthusiasm and excitement displayed by the children lay in the
fact they religiously waited for hours for us each afternoon to finish our teaching so
as to begin the sports activities. Although these children have a terrible start in life,
their abounding happiness was astonishing. Amidst the severe poverty, deprivation
and endless corruption within Ethiopia from every imaginable source, this happiness
gave me some relief and something positive to take away from it all when at times all
I could see was despair and negativity. I think in the long-term we will find that we
learned as much from the children as they learned from us.
Ethiopia is a country desperately lacking in the most basic human needs,
infrastructure and moral governing bodies. It is being crippled by all those in
authority, and the corruption, which is being exercised, is shocking and heart
breaking and something now I still find hard to believe. It surrounded our project on
a daily basis and if anything, it was the biggest problem we faced. However Ethiopia
is also a very beautiful country in so many ways. I was shocked by the lush green
countryside and beautiful landscapes we witnessed along some of our many
journeys. The Ethiopian people are unquestionably the warmest, most affectionate,
most beautiful and generous people I have ever met. Their endless smiles, greetings
and handshakes were at times overwhelming. The sense of community and
importance of family life among the people of Meki was a constant reminder of what
we have so easily forgotten in our own country. The locals we befriended and met
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during out time in Ethiopia were a people rich in spirit, kindness and gracefulness,
particularly the women. Their daily struggle for survival was remarkable and also
inspiring and I could have nothing but respect for these people.
Each day in Ethiopia was filled with a mixture of emotions-joy, happiness,
fulfilment, despair, frustration and sadness to name but a few. When I came home
from Ethiopia I found it difficult to speak about many of the things we had seen or
done. There were too many wonderful and also heart rending situations that even
our family and friends couldn?t possibly appreciate. Although what we did during
those six weeks was only a tiny measure of what is needed, I feel we brought a lot of
happiness into those children?s lives. I am truly delighted that I had the opportunity
to spend a summer in Ethiopia and the memories will stay with me forever. This
experience has helped me to realise what is really important in life and something I
hope to carry with me through life.
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A Priceless Experience
By Clara Conway

My experience started in February when I was offered a place in Meki Ethiopia. The
fundraising began promptly and the enthusiasm shown by my teacher colleagues and
pupils to assist me in the fundraising gave me great courage to see it through and
beyond. The priests of my local parish in Fermoy gave myself and Noel full backing
and permission for Br Tom to address the congregation and inform them of the
Ethiopia project. We were stunned by the generosity of the parish – we raised almost
eight thousand euro from one weekend’s church collection! The project generated
considerable interest in the town, many locals stopped me in the street to inquire
about it and some desired to do something similar.
Our adventure began on arrival in Addis, a city struggling but surviving in spite
of its poverty. I found it extremely humbling to watch a beggar bowing low when I
gave her a mere Birr, the national currency, worth about 10 cent. We stayed in a top
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hotel in Ethiopian standards and it was hard to believe that life for the locals was in
such sharp contrast to the luxury we enjoyed.
My destination was Meki town. Meki is about 130km South-East of Addis
Ababa. The population is about 46,000 and most people gain their livelihood from
agriculture. What struck me was the youth of the population – the bishop of the
Catholic Compound that we stayed in informed us that about half the population is
under 20 years old. I found Meki people to be resilient, determined, optimistic and
deeply spiritual. They view everything they have as a blessing from God and family
and friends are very important to them. It was like stepping back in time to Ireland
100 years ago. The locals generosity and invitations to their coffee ceremonies was
overwhelming – they had so little and gave so much. Life at the Compound was also
an experience. Mealtimes were ritualistic, each meal began and ended with a prayer
which made you appreciate how fortunate you were to have food when there were
people just outside the gates of the compound who were lucky to get one solid meal
a day, let alone three!
I spent my time in Meki teaching English and I was also involved in Science
instruction. Teaching had its ups and downs. Some days you felt you were achieving
and other times it was frustrating with teenagers being teenagers and I realised that
they were similar to the kids at home, human nature is the same wherever you go. In
the afternoons I taught science and also ran experiments with the schools science
teachers and exchanged ideas.
Walking the streets of Meki was an experience. The kids followed us everywhere
– we were mobbed for attention and precious birr. The poverty is like what you see
on TV but when you know people living like this it personalises it. We visited the
orphanage in Meki and learned that it was built purely due to the efforts of one
special Spanish family. Through their own financial contribution and regular family
fundraising they turned a site offered to them by the Vicarate of Meki into a home
for abandoned orphaned children. Their sheer dedication to such a worthwhile cause
and such selfless behaviour left me completely overwhelmed.
When I got home everything struck me as luxurious and excessive. Most of the
kids I taught wore the same clothes day in day out and only a few had shoes. I realise
how lucky I am and how much I take for granted. Also what struck me was how
resilient you become to being without, I got used to living with just the basics and I
appreciated them more. As clichéd as it sounds ‘money can’t buy you happiness’.
This was clearly obvious from the smiles on the kids faces when in spite of their
poverty they were able to enjoy the simple things in life such as partaking in
afternoon sports we organised for them or playing simple childish games among
themselves along the streets. Ethiopia is an experience I would recommend. It
teaches you about the important things in life such as community, family and faith in
God. I learned far more from the experience than I could ever hope to teach. A big
thanks to Br Tom for making this experience possible and to all the people who
donated to the project.
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Memories of Meki
By Tara Coady

‘As much as the world has an instinct for evil and is a breeding ground for genocide,
holocaust, slavery, racism, war, oppression and injustice, the world has a greater
instinct for goodness, re-birth, mercy, beauty, truth, freedom and love’
Archbishop Desmond Mpilo Tutu
It is the co-existence of these
things that make Africa what
it is. Amid the brokenness
and human misery exists a
warmth and a zest for life, an
appreciation of life itself, a
desire and a willingness to
improve conditions and an
extraordinary ability to smile
whilst facing the many daily
changes.
As before, we were
accepted into the community
which cast its own very
special spell. Embraced by the
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people, I laughed, I cried, I sang and danced (albeit quite badly), I marvelled at the
strength and character of the people, but most importantly, I loved and learned.
Africa is a land full of diversity. It is said that ‘understanding Africa cannot be
made complete… within the span of a single lifetime.’ Perhaps this is true, but is not
always necessary to fully understand something in order to love it.
Ameseghinallehu Bishop Abraham, the Abba's, the people of Meki, Br Tom and
to all those people who help the ‘Africa Project’ to achieve what it does.
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Meki, the Wild West of Africa
By Noel Clancy

The only male and non teacher of the group, I really did have the hardest task.
Therefore I was given some special luxury and took up residence at the grand house
of Abba Monte.
Meki is a small rural town two hours south of Addis in the Ethiopian Rift Valley.
This is where I, Clara, Helen, Michelle and Tara taught English and played sports
with children for five weeks. The people of Meki are poor and live in the most basic
conditions. Life here is slow paced and relaxed.
I also had the opportunity to experience the civilisation of Nazareth and in doing
so got to know the Nazareth group also. During this ‘on loan’ period, I saw a
bustling city that has it all. You name it… Universities, hotels, shopping malls,
internet cafes and fancy restaurants. Although quite a comparsion to Meki,
Nazareth like Addis has extreme poverty everywhere.
Both rural and city life in Ethiopia are very different to life back home. During
these weeks I found that learning, experiencing and adjusting to these differences
challenging but also exhilarating.
A few days prior to the rest of the group’s departure I embarked on my own
adventure. Visiting Eastern Ethiopia, Djibouti, Yemen and Eritrea finished off for me
an amazing visit to East Africa.This trip was hugely interesting and memorable, but
how can I summarise all of those momories and events?
The interim between the main Addis-Shashemene road and the Catholic
Compound in
Meki is
something I will
never forget.
Meandering
around potholes
the size of lakes,
children crying
‘you, you, you’,
garis, goats,
sheep, dogs,
chickens, cows,
horses,
donkeys… Meki
really is the Wild
West of Africa!
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Meki 2006
By Helen Monaghan

For me going to Ethiopia is both heart-warming and
heartbreaking all at the same time. This year I was leading
a group of five teachers in Meki. Our challenge was to
teach all ages of children from age three to twenty in the
mornings, and they turned out in their masses. In the
afternoons we were teaching teenagers. Then in the
evenings we had sports.
The kids were the heart-warming side of our trip and
saying goodbye was very very hard. Teaching them was a
pure pleasure. For fun I made an attempt at teaching the
younger kids the Siege of Ennis, to say they were rolling around with laughter is no
exaggeration.
The heartbreaking side of Ethiopia is what you would expect – the extreme
poverty. We visited one particular house where the woman had some kind of mental
illness. She was lying on a make-shift bed in complete darkness and there were two
toddlers waiting quietly on the floor to be fed. While we were there a neighbour
came in and gave bread to the two children – the excitement of the kids was on a par
with that of children at home awaking to see that Santie has come. We really are
world’s apart.
I feel privileged to have had the opportunity to return to Ethiopia. Whatever
work you do you always feel you could do more, however I feel that our small team
in Meki made a great contribution to education in the town and we also contributed
much to the community. I’d like to sincerely thank Tara, Clara, Michelle and Noel
for all their hard work during the six weeks. Thank you Brother Tom for giving me
this wonderful opportunity and for all your support.
I would also like to thank everyone who sponsored myself and Mikey this year
and over the past two years on our previous trips. In particular I would like to thank
my family & friends, Sean Kenny – The Rockfield Inn, J. F. Hanley – Fencing and
Farm Equipment, John Earley – Property Partners, Joe Mannion Engineer, The
Creamery in Castelerea, John Finnegan – Vet, Farrell’s Castlecoote, Ann
Cunningham, Knightstone Construction, Geraldine and Padraic – The Green
Rooster, Patients and Staff of Aras Mathair Phoil Nursing Home – Castlerea,
Cloverhill Nursing Home, Ruby Oil - Rockfield, Compupac – Athlone, Cathy &
Audrey of Little Stars Créche – Moycullen, Co Galway, RosCom Radio,
Shannonside Northern Sound, Roscommon Champion, Roscommon Herald, Staff
and Students of Co Roscommon VEC, The Community of Oran, and Micheál x x.
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Ethiopia Belfast
By Martin Kearnes

On Friday June 23 sixteen volunteers travelled from
Belfast to Heathrow en route to the Bale region of
Ethiopia. Each member of the group (with the exception
of an ‘Andersonstown News’ press reporter) was an
employee of La Salle Boys’, Belfast.
When we arrived in Addis Ababa the culture shock was
huge. Glass-fronted government buildings towered over
shanty towns with their scenes of poverty, starvation and
desperation. Children in rags danced and played, unaware
of how little they owned. The purpose of our project was
to help youngsters such as these. But not these youngsters… our children were still a
long way off, a ten-hour drive away.
Our tiring journey complete, we were welcomed to Robe/Bale by the local parish
priest, Fr Baraki, who showed us to our accommodation. We were to share rooms in
his compound for four weeks, taking turns to use the one warm shower in the
building. We cooked our own meals, purified our daily ration of drinking water, and
carried out the basic cleaning and repair tasks necessary for communal living. We
were aware that in the thirty years since Fr Baraki’s arrival in the area he had lived
variously in a tent, a mud hut and, more recently, in a basic parochial house. His
parishioners are quite poor but he has provided for them (with the assistance of
former Lasallian volunteers) a church, a school for 1200 children of all religions and
none, and a women’s centre.
The main focus of our work in this our second summer was the Sisters of Charity
orphanage in Goba. Housing over 300 women, men and children, the orphanage
serves as a refuge for the homeless, the emotionally damaged and the chronically ill
members of the region. Seeing such a large number of needy people was quite
traumatic for us, and the occasional tear was shed as we took heed of our
surroundings. We were amazed at how such a small community of Sisters continues
to cater for so many. All of their charges are provided with food, clothing and, most
importantly, shelter. No doubt, many of them would otherwise have died on the side
of the road, their disabilities having proved too devastating for survival.
The Sisters welcomed us because they recognised the willingness of our group to
work alongside them in a caring way. Since we were to visit the orphanage six days a
week and were generally up to twelve in number, we were able to make a significant
impact. We organised children’s games: varnishing nails, egg-and-spoon races,
hopscotch, impromptu singsongs, using the basic playground equipment (swings,
seesaw, roundabout)… these were some of the favourites. We visited several of the
children’s families in the immediate vicinity of the orphanage. And we felt
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particularly privileged to bring joy to those children whose disabilities confined them
to beds or wheelchairs.
More formal activities included showing cartoon movies on DVD. None of the
youngsters had ever seen a Disney movie. By far the most enjoyable events were the
discos that we staged. African rhythm was obvious as we danced with the children to
the music of their local rock stars. The visitors, or ‘forengies’ – as they called us –
were clumsy in comparison. Except , of course, when the DJ played ‘The Fields of
Athenry’ and the Irish responded! In the end of the day the most satisfying thing for
us was making the children laugh, children who in the great scheme of things had no
reason to be laughing at all. We also brought music to some very sick children.
Particularly moving were the times when we visited Joseph, whose progressive
disease generally confined him to the immediate vicinity of his dormitory. We sang
all the silly songs we could think of and watched as he reached out bravely to strum
the guitar, perhaps recognising the musical limitations of the present writer!
As I reflect now on the events of the past summer, I have come to accept that a
short time in a third world country helped me to realise that I had previously
harboured many prejudices about black people. Without being aware of it I had
thought of them as being somehow less intelligent, as being lacking in educational
ambition, as not having the will to work towards a better future for themselves
Many of the young people I met in Ethiopia were highly intelligent and saw
education as providing them with an opportunity to escape from the poverty trap. I
could identify with their philosophy, having been born nearly sixty years ago in west
Belfast, where success in school allowed many young people to overcome the
inherent disadvantages of a corrupt society.
As I grew up I was taught about the ‘black babies’ – about how priests, brothers
and sisters had dedicated their lives to bringing African children to God. I now
realise that there is a humanitarian aspect to missionary work. To a very limited
extent the La Salle group was able to provide help in an altruistic way. We learnt
about Africa from our own experiences rather than by reading about it and so on.
For us it was a learning experience as well as an exercise in practical charity. We are
now different people as a result, and our thoughts regularly turn to the people of
Ethiopia who changed or perspectives more than they will ever know.
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Memories of Goba Orphanage
By Jim McLaughlin

The orphanage in Goba was a revelation to us this year;
the children knew us and their faces lit up with delight
when we arrived, which stirred our emotions. There they
were, all the kids from the previous summer, running to us
with outstretched arms and smiling faces, hugging,
patting, revelling in contact. We played, we danced, we
sang – everyday. The sheer energy was infectious; I
remember the boy we called Tank (every day when we
arrived he would literally bounce up to us, shouting
‘Tank!
Tank!’ – which could have meant ‘Thanks!’
or ‘Jump!’ because that is what he did – continuously and delightedly); we learned
the word “Zeelalu” for ‘jump’ and improvised a jumping song on the guitar; this had
him ecstatic and produced clusters of jumping and dancing children in the stony
compound; it had us knackered and soaked in thick sweat – but Tank and his
compadres loved it and beamed with delight, throwing wild shapes and singing their
own rhythmic accompaniments. One wee guy produced the wildest sounds deep in
his throats that had feet moving and hands clapping; Tom Waits would eat his heart
out for this stuff…
In the school in Robe we taught young children, who were thirsting for
knowledge; we played games and they cried out for the most complex rules of
English grammar and definitions of parts of language; at times we found ourselves
struggling to lead them into new areas; it was demanding but rewarding, engaging
with minds hungry for more.
And then, on parents’ day, more dancing: beautiful young women from the
surrounding area in traditional white dress, stamping and kicking on the dusty
ground, bare feet inured to the stones beneath them; some of our braver teachers
staged an impromptu display of Irish dancing to the enthusiastic crowd, prompting
an invasion of the field by dancing parents and children.
Some of the boys from the district challenged us to a football match. Again those
bare feet flashed across the hard earth, pushing the ball and spinning it; by some feat
of will and stamina – and crazy luck – we beat them. So…the teachers appeared to
join their team, keen to uphold the Ethiopian pride in driving back the invader. The
game went on until night fall and the Irish fell also… badly…
As the weeks went on we worked in the compound, painting murals on large
boards, splashing colours and patterns onto wood, varnishing the finished
‘masterpieces’ and then hanging them on the bare walls of the dormitories in the
orphanage. Our endeavours drew smiles and laughter, brightening the stark interiors
of rooms that some children could not leave.
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In the evening the group meal and a sing song around the campfire, cups of tea,
laughs about the day that was, the resolving of arguments and tensions, preparations
for the day ahead, occasionally a shower…the days and nights fly past and you try to
fit more in, going with little sleep some time because there is so much to see and do…
And you don’t want to leave without doing things, playing with kids in the
orphanage, dancing with people in town and sharing food – the burning berbera
(fire) sauce and fried meat are special – and singing in competition with Abba
Baraki’s choir (we didn’t provide much competition – but we tried!), the disco for the
kids with the place heaving to the rhythms of Teddy Afro and Gigi…it’s all
extraordinary and unforgettable… and you don’t want to leave… that last day in the
orphanage was gut wrenching. We walked up the road and sat in the Wabe-Shebele
Hotel and tried to avoid looking anyone else in the eye. Martin sang a song, one we
had heard loads of times, and I could feel a lump in my throat. As I looked up at the
ceiling I saw Hugh pull the dark glasses down over his face. And then he sang ‘Steal
Away’ and eyes began to fill and hearts to beat fast…
There is hard work. There are sights that will be hard to take. And there are
memories of smiles and laughter and people that will stick in your head forever. Go
there. Do it. It will change you.

A Beautiful Thing
By Aoife O’Hagan

Summer of 2006 gave me my second opportunity to travel
to Ethiopia. I might have avoided being bitten by the
mozzies the previous year but Ethiopia had well and truly
gotten into my blood. Going to Ethiopia was something I
had wanted to do since seeing Geldofs’ reports about the
famine there in 1985. My first experience of this beautiful
country was so amazing, enlightening and inspiring that I
knew before I left I wanted to return.
Second time round there were many things I expected,
the stunning scenery, the warm friendly people, the
‘faranji fever’ even the manic driving of Abba Baraki but I didn’t expect to be so
overwhelmed by the experience.
Much of our time this year was spent in the Orphanage in Goba. The orphanage
is run by the Missionary Sisters of Charity; three sisters have three hundred men,
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women and children in their
care, orphans, the sick, and the
poor. You daren’t think where
these people would be if the
Sisters weren’t caring for them.
Each day when we arrived
a group of children were
assembled at the gates waiting
to greet us; each trying to be
the one to hold your hand. You
could never have enough
hands to go round. Our days
here were spent singing,
playing
games,
blowing
bubbles and painting nails not
to mention dancing (or at least
trying) to Teddy Afro or The
Fields of Athenry. These activities brought much laughter and put huge smiles on the
faces of all who gathered to take part. We had given them material gifts but their gift
to us was so much greater and came right from the heart. Mother Teresa said ‘Every
time you smile at someone, it is an action of love, a gift to that person, a beautiful
thing’. In our short time there we received many beautiful things.
As well as going to the orphanage we also taught in the school in Robe. I was
struck this year again by their thirst for knowledge and enthusiasm for learning.
Despite the fact it was the school holidays there was no shortage of takers for our
early morning classes. It is easy to see why they are so keen to get an education.
Ethiopia is in the top ten of the worlds’ poorest countries. The latest statistics show
the GNI at only $160. But many are living on less. Despite their youth these children
have a more prosperous future. To break the vicious cycle of poverty in which they
are trapped they have to get an education. Many dream of leaving their remote
villages and heading to Addis Ababa where they hope a University education will
lead them to a good job and a better life than that of their parents.
It wasn’t all hard work for these children. They too got to experience the Fields of
Athenry as well as sports days and film screenings. No matter what event was
organised there was never a shortage of takers, all eager to participate or try
something new but more often just to practice their English with us.
Each day of our trip brought new joys and experiences but our four weeks
quickly came to an end and we had to say good bye to people and a place that in
only a short space of time had become so important, it was difficult to leave all this
behind, to return to our hugely privileged lives in the western world. For a second
time I left Ethiopia feeling humbled by an experience I was honoured to have had
and filled with hope that I would get the opportunity in the future to go back to this
amazing country.
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Africa Projects Expenditure 2006
Items
Nazareth School building
Fr Baraki’s building
Kenya building project
Assegids FIDA programme
Meki HIV Programme
Group Air tickets
Group upkeep in Kenya/Ethiopia
Purchased AIDS tests
Group Insurrance
Visa’s Kenya and Ethiopia
Christmas Ethiopian trip
Raffle tickets for draw
Raffle draw prizes
Postage
Guatemala-Maureen Dunne
Reunion
Bank Charges
Medical

Costs
€60,000
€40,000
€17,000
€7,000
€10,000
€39,300
€19,200
€1,050
€2,478
€1,060
€2,000
€1,050
€750
€475
€500
€760
€446
€250

* Booklet publication

€3,200

Total Expenditure ’06

€206,519

* Booklet yet to be paid for but it should be around €3,200 going on previous years.
Income for 2006
The total income to the Africa Projects account from various donations,
through the forty two 2006 volunteers and past volunteers
€225,874
and other interested parties came to
2005, money brought forward
€5,460
2006, income
€225,874
Total income
Total expenditure
Balance
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€230,334
€206,519
€23,815
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Thanks a Million – Amese Gnalo
So many people were involved in making Africa Project 2006 a success. Many
people have kept faith with us over the years. Some have asked to remain
anonymous. Among the many I would like to thank are the following:
• Thanks to the Irish Province of the De La Salle Brothers, especially Brothers
Stephen and Francis and the District Council who were particularly supportive.
• Thanks to the Irish Missionary Resource Service for making very generous funds
available for projects in Ethiopia.and Kenya.
• To the people of Robe/Goba/Nazareth/Adaba/Meki and Marsabit who welcomed
us with open arms.
• Once again special thanks to the Brothers at De La Salle College, Waterford for
their understanding and support every years. To Br Amedy and the community, to
Br Damien and the entire staff, students and parents of the College for supporting
the fundraising efforts, especially all during Mission Week.
• John Doyle for First Aid Supplies.
• Br Martin, the staff, the students and the Board of Management of St Stephen’s
Street.
• ASTRA ZENECA IRELAND LTD, especially Noreen King and GERRY BURKE
for providing the group with anti-malarial medication.
• Michael Quilty, Glanbia, Kilmeaden for quality cheese.
• Mount La Salle, for making their venue available for group meetings.
• All De La Salle and Associated Schools.
• To Carmel King and her Tramore lady walkers.
• Volunteers from previous projects.
• Fr O Mahony and all the people of the Castleisland, Cordal and Scartaglen area
for their wonderful gate collection.Also all in Fermoy for the Church gate
collection. Castleisland Mart.
• Colette Dower, c/o Veritas Publications, Dublin, for once again wading through
the scripts, and promptly and efficiently organising the contents of this booklet
for the printers.
• Dan O’Neill Our Lady & St Patrick’s College, Belfast.
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• To all the 2006 Africa Project Volunteers, you have done a wonderful job
especially Eoin Walsh, Matthew Whelan, Tommy Partridge, Helen Monaghan
and Eugene Turner who took on the difficult job as group leaders, thanks to
everyone of ye. I really appreciated it.
• Finally thanks to my own family for all their tremendous support in various
ways.
To one and all on behalf of the people of Africa that benefit from the project a
thousand thanks. AMESE GNALO.
Apologies for any omissions.
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